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The Annual Editions series is designed to provide convenient, inexpensive access to a wide range of current articles from some of
the most respected magazines, newspapers, and journals published today. Annual Editions are updated on a regular basis
through a continuous monitoring of over 300 periodical sources. The articles selected are authored by prominent scholars,
researchers, and commentators writing for a general audience. Annual Editions volumes have a number of organizational features
designed to make them especially valuable for classroom use: a general introduction; an annotated table of contents; a topic
guide; an annotated listing of supporting World Wide Web sites; Learning Outcomes and a brief overview at the beginning of each
unit; and a Critical Thinking section at the end of each article. Each volume also offers an online Instructor's Resource Guide with
testing materials. Using Annual Editions in the Classroom is a general guide that provides a number of interesting and functional
ideas for using Annual Editions readers in the classroom. Visit www.mhhe.com/annualeditions for more details.
This text, the only one of its kind on the market, surveys the development of the field of human evolution from its inception through
today. It provides students with a broad contrast enabling them to fully understand the value and role of current
paleoanthropological research. Features: An historical approach - Establishes for students the nature of paleoanthropology
through the historical development of the field from 1860 through 2000 and shows students that paleoanthropology is a remarkably
progressive field.. A focus on the debates in the field of human evolution (especially the phylogenetic or genealogical debates)–
Analyzes four distinct debates, presented separately from their inception to the present: 1) Humankind's place among the
primates; 2) The place of the australopithecines relative to the human line; 3) Debates on human phylogeny proper; 4) Proposed
scenarios of hominization. Presentation and analysis of the viewpoints of over 150 scholars - Gives students a valuable reference
work for the future (includes over 1200 references in the bibliography) as well as a comprehensive text for today. For junior/senior
courses in Human Evolution and Paleoanthropology in Anthropology departments.
Depuis un siècle, l'homme a réussi à repousser les limites de l'âge de façon remarquable. Pourtant, il se greffe à cet
accomplissement un discours inquiet, voire alarmiste, sur les conséquences économiques et sociales du vieillissement des
populations. Qu'il s'agisse de la retraite, des nouveaux parcours de vie, de l'avenir de nos systèmes de santé et de protection
sociale, des liens intergénérationnels ou des épreuves individuelles accompagnant l'âge avancé, le vieillissement humain teste la
solidité de nos valeurs et questionne nos pratiques. L'approche interdisciplinaire de Richard Lefrançois permet d'aborder le
phénomène de la vieillesse sous des angles multiples, tout en livrant une réflexion humaniste, globalisante. Il s'attaque aux
nombreux mythes de la vieillesse, faisant appel aux particularités de la civilisation et de la culture postmoderne, puis insiste sur
l'influence réciproque des personnes aînées et de la société. L'auteur présente une véritable anthropologie du vieillissement.
Annual Editions: Physical Anthropology 13/14McGraw-Hill/Dushkin
This Sixteenth Edition of ANNUAL EDITIONS: Physical Anthropology provides convenient, inexpensive access to current articles
selected from the best of the public press. Organizational features include: an annotated listing of selected World Wide Web sites;
an annotated table of contents; a topic guide; a general introduction; brief overviews for each section; a topical index; and an
instructor’s resource guide with testing materials. USING ANNUAL EDITIONS IN THE CLASSROOM is offered as a practical
guide for instructors. ANNUAL EDITIONS titles are supported by our student website, www.mhcls.com/online.
An annotated guide to business and industrial directories, professional and scientific rosters, and other lists and guides of all kinds.

The NAPA Bulletin series is dedicated to the practical problem-solving and policy applications of anthropological
knowledge and methods. These papers demonstrate the diverse ways in which anthropology can be used to address the
global food crisis while directly responding to local realities. Experts explore the dilemma of food insecurity in developing
and industrialized countries Practicing and applied anthropologists, sociologists and public health workers, examine the
global food crisis through a variety of theoretical and analytical frameworks Examines the ways in which food policies and
economic restructuring have contributed to increasing food inequities across the globe
Publisher description
This volume reprints 20 chapters from the editors’ comprehensive Histories of Maize (2006) that are relevant to
Mesoamerican specialists and students. New findings and interpretations from the past three years have been included.
Histories of Maize is the most comprehensive reference source on the botanical, genetic, archaeological, and
anthropological aspects of ancient maize published. Included in this abridged volume are new introductory and
concluding chapters and updated material on isotopic research. State of the art research on maize chronology, molecular
biology, and stable carbon isotope research on ancient human diets have provided additional lines of evidence on the
changing role of maize through time and space and its spread throughout the Americas. The multidisciplinary evidence
from the social and biological sciences presented in this volume have generated a much more complex picture of the
economic, political, and religious significance of maize.
Consists of 6 computer disks with citations in alphabetical order, lists of journals, and sources. Each citation includes
author, year, title (publisher and place if book), journal, volume/pages, key words, and source of the citation.
The Middle Ages are all around us in Britain. The Tower of London and the castles of Scotland and Wales are mainstays
of cultural tourism and an inspiring cross-section of later medieval finds can now be seen on display in museums across
England, Scotland, and Wales. Medieval institutions from Parliament and monarchy to universities are familiar to us and
we come into contact with the later Middle Ages every day when we drive through a village or town, look up at the castle
on the hill, visit a local church or wonder about the earthworks in the fields we see from the window of a train. The Oxford
Handbook of Later Medieval Archaeology in Britain provides an overview of the archaeology of the later Middle Ages in
Britain between AD 1066 and 1550. 61 entries, divided into 10 thematic sections, cover topics ranging from later
medieval objects, human remains, archaeological science, standing buildings, and sites such as castles and
monasteries, to the well-preserved relict landscapes which still survive. This is a rich and exciting period of the past and
most of what we have learnt about the material culture of our medieval past has been discovered in the past two
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generations. This volume provides comprehensive coverage of the latest research and describes the major projects and
concepts that are changing our understanding of our medieval heritage.
Like Guns, Germs, and Steel, a work of breathtaking sweep and originality that reinterprets the human story. Although we
usually think of technology as something unique to modern times, our ancestors began to create the first technologies
millions of years ago in the form of prehistoric tools and weapons. Over time, eight key technologies gradually freed us
from the limitations of our animal origins. The fabrication of weapons, the mastery of fire, and the technologies of clothing
and shelter radically restructured the human body, enabling us to walk upright, shed our body hair, and migrate out of
tropical Africa. Symbolic communication transformed human evolution from a slow biological process into a fast cultural
process. The invention of agriculture revolutionized the relationship between humanity and the environment, and the
technologies of interaction led to the birth of civilization. Precision machinery spawned the industrial revolution and the
rise of nation-states; and in the next metamorphosis, digital technologies may well unite all of humanity for the benefit of
future generations. Synthesizing the findings of primatology, paleontology, archeology, history, and anthropology,
Richard Currier reinterprets and retells the modern narrative of human evolution that began with the discovery of Lucy
and other Australopithecus fossils. But the same forces that allowed us to integrate technology into every aspect of our
daily lives have also brought us to the brink of planetary catastrophe. Unbound explains both how we got here and how
human society must be transformed again to achieve a sustainable future. Technology: “The deliberate modification of
any natural object or substance with forethought to achieve a specific end or to serve a specific purpose.”
This updated reader is a compilation of carefully selected articles from newspapers, magazines and journals addressing important topics in
physical anthropology.
It is widely assumed that the “nonclassical” nature of the Russian empire and its equally “nonclassical” modernity made Russian
intellectuals immune to the racial obsessions of Western Europe and the United States. Homo Imperii corrects this perception by offering the
first scholarly history of racial science in prerevolutionary Russia and the early Soviet Union. Marina Mogilner places this story in the context
of imperial self-modernization, political and cultural debates of the epoch, different reformist and revolutionary trends, and the growing
challenge of modern nationalism. By focusing on the competing centers of race science in different cities and regions of the empire, Homo
Imperii introduces to English-language scholars the institutional nexus of racial science in Russia that exhibits the influence of imperial
strategic relativism. Reminiscent of the work of anthropologists of empire such as Ann Stoler and Benedict Anderson, Homo Imperii reveals
the complex imperial dynamics of Russian physical anthropology and contributes an important comparative perspective from which to
understand the emergence of racial science in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Europe and America.
Ethicists and psychologists have become increasingly interested in the development of virtue in recent years, approaching the topic from the
perspectives of virtue ethics and developmental psychology respectively. Such interest in virtue development has spread beyond academia,
as teachers and parents have increasingly striven to cultivate virtue as part of education and child-rearing. Looking at these parallel trends in
the study and practice of virtue development, the essays in this volume explore such questions as: How can philosophical work on virtue
development inform psychological work on it, and vice versa? How should we understand virtue as a dimension of human personality? What
is the developmental foundation of virtue? What are the evolutionary aspects of virtue and its development? How is virtue fostered? How is
virtue exemplified in behavior and action? How is our conception of virtue influenced by context and by developmental and social
experiences? What are the tensions, impediments and prospects for an integrative field of virtue study? Rather than centering on each
discipline, the essays in this volume are organized around themes and engage each other in a broader dialogue. The volume begins with an
introductory essay from the editors that explains the full range of philosophical and empirical issues that have surrounded the notion of virtue
in recent years.
The Bioarchaeology of Metabolic Bone Disease provides a comprehensive and invaluable source of information on this important group of
diseases. It is an essential guide for those engaged in either basic recording or in-depth research on human remains from archaeological
sites. The range of potential tools for investigating metabolic diseases of bone are far greater than for many other conditions, and building on
clinical investigations, this book will consider gross, surface features visible using microscopic examination, histological and radiological
features of bone, that can be used to help investigate metabolic bone diseases. Clear photographs and line drawings illustrate gross,
histological and radiological features associated with each of the conditions Covers a range of issues pertinent to the study of metabolic bone
disease in archaeological skeletal material, including the problems that frequent co-existence of these conditions in individuals living in the
past raises, the preservation of human bone and the impact this has on the ability to suggest a diagnosis of a condition Includes a range of
conditions that can lead to osteopenia and osteoporosis, including previous investigations of these conditions in archaeological bone
Destiny: Finding Your Way Home is about how you are creating your life with every thought and every emotion. These pages contain a
journey through a retreat with fictional participants to demostrate the way to change directions from what you have already created in life to a
new direction full of peace, love and abundance. Moving away from your every day thoughts, into the world of mindfulfness and expanded
states of consciousness will finally show you who you really are and where you are really going. You are love. As soon as you embrace love,
your life will become magical.
Understanding Collapse explores the collapse of ancient civilisations, such as the Roman Empire, the Maya, and Easter Island. In this lively
survey, Guy D. Middleton critically examines our ideas about collapse - how we explain it and how we have constructed potentially misleading
myths around collapses - showing how and why collapse of societies was a much more complex phenomenon than is often admitted. Rather
than positing a single explanatory model of collapse - economic, social, or environmental - Middleton gives full consideration to the
overlooked resilience in communities of ancient peoples and the choices that they made. He offers a fresh interpretation of collapse that will
be accessible to both students and scholars. The book is an engaging, introductory-level survey of collapse in the archaeology/history
literature, which will be ideal for use in courses on the collapse of civilizations, sustainability, and climate change. It includes up-to-date case
studies of famous and less well-known examples of collapses, and is illustrated with 25 black and white illustrations, 3 line drawings, 16
tables and 18 maps.

'With admirable clarity, Mrs Peters sums up what determines competence in spelling and the traditional and new
approaches to its teaching.' -Times Literary Supplement
Reprint of the original, first published in 1938.
First multi-year cumulation covers six years: 1965-70.
Engage your students and free up time to focus on what matters - teaching! NUTRITION: YOUR LIFE SCIENCE, 2nd
Edition takes an integrated approach with a modular text and multiple layers of automatically-graded assessment.
Authors Jennifer Turley and Joan Thompson greatly improved outcomes in their classes and they understand the way
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today's students learn. They incorporate varied learning styles into an approach that encourages engagement, critical
thinking, and self-analysis. Reinforcing concepts for students, saving time for instructors, and providing analytics across
course sections, the integrated assessments include homework, case studies, crossword puzzles, exams, and more.
This flexible and easily customized solution enables you to focus on what you do best - teaching! Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
1970- issued in 2 vols.: v. 1, General reference, social sciences, history, economics, business; v. 2, Fine arts, humanities,
science and engineering.
Provides an overview of the fast expanding field of dispersal ecology. The causes, mechanisms, and consequences of
dispersal at the individual, population, species, and community levels are all considered.
This collection of prize-winning essays addresses the controversial question of how meaning and goals can emerge in a physical world
governed by mathematical laws. What are the prerequisites for a system to have goals? What makes a physical process into a signal? Does
eliminating the homunculus solve the problem? The three first-prize winners, Larissa Albantakis, Carlo Rovelli and Jochen Szangolies tackle
exactly these challenges, while many other aspects (agency, the role of the observer, causality versus teleology, ghosts in the machine etc.)
feature in the other award winning contributions. All contributions are accessible to non-specialists. These seventeen stimulating and often
entertaining essays are enhanced versions of the prize-winning entries to the FQXi essay competition in 2017.The Foundational Questions
Institute, FQXi, catalyzes, supports, and disseminates research on questions at the foundations of physics and cosmology, particularly new
frontiers and innovative ideas integral to a deep understanding of reality, but unlikely to be supported by conventional funding sources.
In the context of multiple forms of global economic, social, and cultural oppression, along with intergenerational trauma, burnout, and public
services retrenchment, this book offers a framework and set of inquiries and practices for social workers, activists, community organizers,
counselors, and other helping professionals. Healing justice, a term that has emerged in social movements in the last decade, is taught as a
practice of connecting to the whole self, what many are conditioned to ignore -- the body, mind-heart, spirit, community, and natural world.
Drawing from the East-West modalities of mindfulness, yoga, and Ayurveda, the author introduces six capabilities -- mindfulness and
compassion; critical thinking and curiosity; and effort and equanimity -- which can guide practitioners on a transformative and empowering
journey that can ultimately make them and their colleagues more effective in their work. Using case studies, critical analysis, and skill sharing,
self-care is presented as an act of resistance to disconnection, marginalization, and internalized oppression. Healing justice is a traumainformed practice that empowers social practitioners to cultivate the conditions that might allow them to feel more connected to themselves,
their clients, colleagues, and communities. The book also engages critically with self-care practices, including investigation into the science of
mindfulness, cultural appropriation, and the commodification of self-care. The message is clear that mindfulness-based practices are not a
panacea for personal, inter-personal, or political problems. But, they can put practitioners in a more authentic and powerful place to work
from, which is particularly important in a world where there is more connection to technology, ideologies, and people who share one's beliefs,
and less connection to the natural world, people who are different, and the parts of oneself that one tends to reject. The book also offers
suggestions for how to share self-care practices with community members who have less access to wellness.
Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) is a medical imaging technique that combines magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with mechanical
vibrations to generate maps of viscoelastic properties of biological tissue. It serves as a non-invasive tool to detect and quantify mechanical
changes in tissue structure, which can be symptoms or causes of various diseases. Clinical and research applications of MRE include staging
of liver fibrosis, assessment of tumor stiffness and investigation of neurodegenerative diseases. The first part of this book is dedicated to the
physical and technological principles underlying MRE, with an introduction to MRI physics, viscoelasticity theory and classical waves, as well
as vibration generation, image acquisition and viscoelastic parameter reconstruction. The second part of the book focuses on clinical
applications of MRE to various organs. Each section starts with a discussion of the specific properties of the organ, followed by an extensive
overview of clinical and preclinical studies that have been performed, tabulating reference values from published literature. The book is
completed by a chapter discussing technical aspects of elastography methods based on ultrasound.
Explores the central importance of soil ingestion and earth surface processes in driving the evolution of tooth shape in mammals.
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